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Phendula imibuzo emine. Emibli esigabeni A neminye emibili esigabeni B.

Answer four questions. Two from Section A and other two from section B

SECTION A: ONOMASTICS

Question 1

“In Zulu society the reason for giving the name is directly linked to the underlying meaning of the name, and the name-bearer is well aware of the meaning of his or her name”. Discuss this statement with reference to the anthroponyms you have studied.

[25]

Question 2

Fully discuss how personal names reflect social dynamics in Zulu society.

[25]

Question 3

The same policies and principles established by the South African Geographical Names Council (SAGNC) apply to all geographical names including those that do not fall under the direct jurisdiction of SAGNC. Discuss these policies and principles under the following subheadings:

(a) names that should be avoided (10)
(b) naming places after persons (5)
(c) categories of names likely to be changed (10)

[25]
SECTION B: SEMANTICS

Question 4
Although ‘synonyms’ refer to words with similar meanings and ‘antonyms’ refer to words with opposite or contrasting meaning, most semanticists agree that total synonyms and antonyms do not exist. Discuss.

[25]

Question 5
Explain in detail various types of neologisms and other form of modernisation of Zulu language. What is the cause of neologism and do you think it has enriched or polluted the language?

[25]

Question 6
Fully discuss the influence of morphology on the meaning of isiZulu words and provide relevant examples.

[25]